Abstract
Introduction
For the past two decades, most of the world has progressed into an electronic era. The Internet has revolutionized commerce, mainly due to its attributes of convenience, interoperability, fast search and confidence. It provides an affordable and secure way to spontaneously link people and computers across business boundaries. This not only changes the shapes of enterprises, but also spawns numerous innovative companies, markets and trading communities.
In today's society, the Information Technology (IT) and the Internet have played considerable roles among the daily lives of the people around the world. The massive economy of online services and commerce has dramatically changed our life today. Wherever computers and Internet are available, people can access to a myriad of online service sites, including E-business, E-government, and even E-learning sites. In this E-era, a myriad of online applications provide convenience for people by making available information and services anytime and anywhere, increasing communication and changing people's lives. Ranging from the use of emails to blogs to even business related sites; people use the Internet and Information Technology to exchange their ideas and conduct their business transactions online.
All these conveniences brought by the advancement of Information Technology come with a cost, information security. To bring about increased security and prevent confidential information and restricted applications from falling into wrong hands, a user identity must be confirmed before any online transaction can occur. To attain this goal, two processes are used in any online transactions: authentication and access control. The authentication process verifies as if the person is a valid user to the IT system. Access control is applied subsequent to authentication that provides certain specific privileges in accessing particular components of the Information Technology system.
For online services that provide more than just common information, authentication process is an essential requirement for the service providers to ensure the security and privacy of the system and user information. Strong authentication process helps the online service to guarantee reliable and safe online transactions, and guards the information from unauthorized use. Today, the commonly used authentication process is simply verifying a username-password pair supplied by the person who intends to access to the information system. This scenario has been proven as a weak technique for authentication. Many security threats have been identified in this type of authentication process. Therefore, a stronger authentication method that can provide better protection against common security threats such as phishing and spoofing is necessary for today's online transaction.
In this paper, we will discuss currently available techniques of authentication in the next section. In section 3, SofToken for two-factor authentication will be presented. The new technique will be followed in section 4 by another technique utilizing RFID devices for different application in either two-factor or combining with the SofToken for multi-factor authentication. We will then compare SofToken technique with currently available authentication techniques in section 5. Finally, in section 6, we conclude our discussion project possible future study.
Background
Information stored in many IT systems is usually confidential. Accessing to such information is restricted and requires some security verification of valid user and user privileges. This process of user identity verification is called authentication. During the authentication process, some validation factors are needed for verification of user identity. An authentication factor is a piece of information that is provided by the user and used to authenticate or verify the user's identity that is requesting access under security constraints. The authentication factor is usually one of three techniques: "something you know" (e.g., username/password), "something you have" (smartcard or token), or "something you are" (fingerprint scan) [1, 2] .
Single-factor authentication
Single-factor authentication (S-FA) is based on only one factor. The most common method in S-FA is a set of username/password or PIN. In security lexicon this is referred to as the what-you-know factor. Though commonly used by a myriad of businesses and institutions due to the lack of any low cost alternative, authentications based solely on passwords have been considered to be a weak technique especially when used for valuable online transactions.
With increased attacks on sites using single-factor authentication as a mode of accessing their information, S-FA has been a point of security concern for many institutions worldwide. Some problems faced by single-factor authentication include passwords that are hard to remember to passwords that are easy to remember are susceptible to being attacked by multiple third parties. In a recent investigation by a data security firm [3] , it found that of the thirty-two million passwords that were contravened in December 2009 and posted on the website Rockyou.com, many of the passwords were most commonly used passwords that were easy to remember and prone to being attacked by unwanted third parties. For example, some of the passwords that were breached includes 12345, iloveyou, and Password.
Though some individuals use secure passwords, they are still susceptible to phishing and spoofing attacks, in which the attacker would trick the user to handover their login credentials. In a news report on October 8, 2009 reported that the FBI Chief was almost a victim of a phishing scheme, delineating that not everyone can prevent security breaches [4] .
Along with passwords that are too hard to remember and passwords that are too easy to crack, most often people do not change their passwords regularly, increasing the chance of hackers gaining the user's personal information. It was reported that 25% of people alter their passwords monthly whereas some 34% have never changed their passwords [5] . Since people do not change their passwords regularly, a keystroke logger can be installed physically [6] or in a software form that can record every keystroke of the user, permitting the third party to see the user's username, password, and other credentials required to log into a particular website. Due to the many passwords people keep for the online accounts in a ledger on their computer, hackers who gain access to this information now have the ability to gain vital information about the user and their personal information online.
One improvement in S-FA is to utilized password management utility. Password management is achieved by using various password valet applications, such as RoboForm [7] and KeePass [8] , that store user passwords and can automatically enter the required fields in a web form. The software typically has a local database or files that hold the encrypted password data. Many password managers also work as a form filler, thus they fill the user and password data automatically into forms. Password managers have three types:
• Desktop -desktop software storing passwords on a computer hard drive.
• Portable -portable software storing passwords and program on a mobile device, such as a USB device or smart phone.
• Web based -Online password manager where passwords are stored on a provider's website.
Password managers typically make us of a user-selected master password or passphrase to form the key used to encrypt the protected passwords, which in turn increase the amount of security for the user's personal information. Although security is increased through the act of encrypting the saved passwords, the master password can still be attacked or even discovered through the use of key logging or acoustic cryptanalysis. Most importantly, the data is kept on the user's computer, which can be stolen if the user's computer is stolen.
Two-factor authentication
Two-factor authentication (T-FA) is the process where two different factors are used in conjunction to authenticate the users. Using two factors as opposed to one factor generally achieves a higher level of authentication assurance. The FFIEC supplied supplemental guidance on this subject in August 2006 [9], where they stated, "By definition true multifactor authentication requires the use of solutions from two or more of the three categories of factors. Using multiple solutions from the same category…would not constitute multifactor authentication."
Generally, the second factor takes the form of a physical security token or a smart card that a user has in his/her possession. In this case, this is referred to as the what-you-have factor. Some applications may also use mobile phone and other personal devices. One of the examples is the use of an ATM card issued by a bank. One authentication factor is the physical ATM card that the customer slides into the machine. The second factor is the PIN the customer enters. Without both, authentication cannot take place.
Another application of the second factor can also be a biological factor, including fingerprint and iris scanners. This is referred to what-you-are factor. This factor requires that special hardware be connected to a user's computer at all times. Moreover, this special type of hardware exhibits higher complexity and cost of deployment, decreasing its viability as cost-effective tool to prevent any data from being stolen.
To improve on security, the information in the what-you-are factor should be changed as time progresses. Hence, the information would no longer be valid if at all it is stolen and re-used. This useonce-only password is known as a One Time Password (OTP).
Smart card:
Smart cards [10] are the successors to magnetic cards that are widely used in credit cards, debit cards, and even identification badges. In a magnetic card, unique characteristics called magnetic fingerprint is stored. Each swipe of the card provides a correlative number called a dynamic digital identifier that can be scored and "matched" to the originating value to determine the cards authenticity. Since the number changes each time (an OTP), it cannot be re-used as long as all processing is authenticated.
Smart cards are about the same size as credit cards and require a special reader to retrieve the stored information from them. One major downside to a smart card is that it is not a small device and a card reader is an additional expense. Smart cards also need a special middleware application due to the mismatch between smart card communication standards [11] and the communication protocols [12] used by mainstream computer applications.
The deployment complexity and cost of smart cards and its respective accessories have limited its application primary within the government or enterprise environments that sometimes perform both the function of a proximity card and network authentication. Users can authenticate themselves into a building through proximity detection and then insert the card into their respective computers to produce network login credentials. Aside from proving as authentication devices, these cards also serve as identification badges.
Biometrics:
Users may authenticate themselves biometrically, through the use of different forms of biometric readers including fingerprint, voiceprint, or even iris scanners using provided hardware and then supply their respective credentials such as PIN or username/password. For many biometric identifiers, the actual information that is used to identify each individual is transformed into string or mathematical information.
Biometric readers scan physical characteristics, extract critical information, and then store the result as a string of data. Comparison is therefore made between two strings of data, and if sufficient commonality is present, a pass is achieved, allowing the user to access the intended information system. It may be appreciated that choice of how much data to match, and to what degree of accuracy, governs the accuracy/speed ration of the biometric device.
One problem that has been noticed is that if a large number of users are being authenticated at the same time, this technique may become unacceptable slow and comparatively expensive to maintain. It is also an easy target for reply attack. Reproduction of the biometric information stored on the biometric readers may also be a security breach of this technique, placing confidential information at risk of being stolen. If the biometric information is compromised, it can be easily replayed unless the reader is completely secure and guarded.
Security token:
Security tokens, also known as One Time Password tokens, have an LCD screen that projects fixed number of alphanumeric characters. The One Time Password tokens are mainly based on two types of algorithms that include time synchronized algorithm and an event-based algorithm. A time synchronized algorithm creates a pseudo-random number with a built in pseudo-random number generator. The pseudo-random number changes at pre-determined intervals, which is usually every sixty seconds. But the intervals can be changed to other time intervals. The event-based algorithm, on the other hand, such as that proposed by the Open Authentication (OATH) consortium [13] uses a user event, such as the user pushing a button on the token. In time-synchronized one time password systems, time is a crucial part of the password algorithm since the generation of new passwords is based on the current time rather than, or in addition to, the previous password or secret key. Some devices, including the RSA SecurityID [14] as depicted in Figure  1 (a) and VeriSign [15] , delineate six digits pseudo-random number and necessitate periodically resynchronize the server with the token. Taking into account portability, these security tokens should use materials that are not only small, but also consume less power. Nevertheless, these tokens need to be replaced every few years when the battery supporting these devices is dead. Cost effectiveness is not the only challenge developing and using security tokens. Security token management is another key issue that thwarts it from popular market acceptance. Managing tokens issued by a myriad of service providers is a large concern for the user and provider. Furthermore, once a token is lost, the time and cost to replace that token is frustrating. Also, these security tokens do not prevent Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks against online transaction.
Moreover, a malicious user who has complete control over the user's computer could use the genuine user's credentials for authorizing an illegitimate operation as explained in [16] . As an example illustrated in [16] , assuming users are provided with a USB token equipped with a LCD display and an "OK" button. The user can log into the Web application through a standard SSL/TLS handshake with client authentication. Before performing any fund transfers, the application generate a simple message containing a summary of the operation being authorized. The message is transferred to the USB token that will show it on the LCD display. The user is then asked to check the message and press the "OK" button on the USB token if he agrees to authorize that operation. If the user confirms the operation, the USB token electronically signs the message and gives it back to the Web application. As soon as the USB token is a trusted environment, the entire process is secure, even if user's client computer is not trusted.
Virtual token:
Virtual tokens are a comparably new concept in multi-factor authentication that was first introduced in 2005 by a security company named Sestus [17] . Other virtual token techniques [18, 19] were gradually implemented. Virtual token enables any portable storage device to work as an authentication token, that a protected file stored on the device for authentication. The stored file can contain multiple user PKI credentials for strong authentication.
Virtual tokens reduce the costs that are normally associated with implementation and maintenance of multi-factor solutions by utilizing the user's existing portable storage device as the "what-you-have" factor. Since the user's portable storage device is communicating directly with the authenticating website, the solution claims to not suffering from Man-in-the-Middle attacks and other forms of online fraud.
Figure 2. VeriSign virtual token in USB implementation
Virtual tokens can be created in any device including portable hard drives, floppy disks, SD/compact flash cards, USB drives, Registry, and even in cell phones [20] . Conversely, a significant problem for using virtual tokens is implementing enterprise grade security [19] . Figure 2 shows a Verisign virtual token in USB form. It can be used at any workstation or device that has a USB port. As the authentication is transparent to the user, it is claimed to be providing greater portability and convenience.
Software token:
Some primitive types of software tokens are available on the market based on the same concept of hardware tokens. There are two primary architectures for software tokens: Shared secret and public-key cryptography. The shared secret architecture is considered as more vulnerable than the hardware token. The configuration file can be compromised if it is stolen and the token is copied.
For instance, the RSA SecurID software tokens [21] as shown in Figure 3 , essentially support the same algorithms as their RSA SecurID hardware authenticators. As a result, similar to its hardware token, its software token roduces either six or eight digit number, called tokencode, and delineates the next tokencode every thirty to sixty seconds. For an online transactional service, it needs, along with a web server, a RSA Authentication Manager for token provisioning.
The generation of the tokencode is not triggered by the server, but is on the client's device(s). The user enters locally the PIN to the installed application, in which the user software generates the tokencode. The major concern with this time-based software tokens is that it is possible to borrow an individual's cell phone or laptop, to set the internal clock forward, and to generate tokencodes that will be valid in the future. Furthermore, anyone who supplies the PIN correctly can retrieve the tokencode and use it for two-factor authentication on a web server from any cloned devices, such as a SIM card in cell phones, or a USB installed with such an application. 
SofToken technique
Most two-factor authentication products require users to deploy client software to make the twofactor authentication systems work. Furthermore, some vendors have created separate installation packages for network login, Web access credentials and virtual private networks (VPN) connection credentials. For such products, there may be four or five different kinds of software packages to be installed on the user PC in order to utilize such security token or smart card.
This means that four or five packages on which version control has be performed and four or five packages to check for conflicts with business applications. If access can be operated using web pages, it is possible to limit overheads outlined above to a single application. With other two-factor authentication solutions, such as virtual tokens and some hardware token products, no software must be installed onto end user's computer, but a security file must be created on a portable device.
Nonetheless, something, either software or a file, needs to be installed for such product to work. This initiates a concept of SofToken. A SofToken is a client software installed on a user's computer that generates a time synchronized OTP. SofToken does not require any hardware to store software applications or files.
SofToken process
A SofToken process commences when a user requests an account for an online transaction from a service provider, such as an online baking, an e-business site, or even an enterprise intranet. When the user successfully establishes the user account through online access by providing sufficient information to the service provider, the server delivers client software to the user's computer. This client software installs two components onto the user's computer with the user's consensus. These two components include a logon application and a pseudo-random number generator.
During the initialization process, an encrypted public key will be created and is issued to the user's computer as the seed of the pseudo-random number generation. The key can be produced based on either a user's favored challenge-response or by the server. This encrypted key will be stored on the user's computer as part of the pseudo-random number generator.
The logon application is responsible for setting up a direct communication between the server and the user's computer without going through a web-based logon screen. A simulated SofToekn logon screen is depicted in Figure 4 . The communication between the user's computer and online transaction provider's server can be encrypted so sufficient degree of security can be maintained. The user supplies the username/password as the first factor to the server. As shown in Figure 5 , once the server successfully verifies the first factor, the server sends an activation request that consists of the matched encryption key to the pseudo-random number generator installed on the user's computer. This activation request will trigger the generation of a pseudo-random number, called a codeword. Along with the activation request, a new encrypted public key will be sent to the user's computer as the next seed of pseudo-random number generation. With a one time password (OTP) binding process (challenge/response), the activation request will not trigger any user software that does not have the correct seed. Obtaining the username/password will not generate the one time password codeword from any devices. The user is now able to enter the codeword as the second factor to authenticate themselves to the server to conduct their online transactions. The codeword will be verified again by the server. As shown in Figure 6 , if it is entered incorrectly, the user has to start over from the first factor in order to create a new codeword.
OTP generation and binding
Since the codeword is an OTP, it changes every time it is created. Also, the codeword is triggered by the server's request, it does not hold for sixty seconds as some security tokens do. If the user does not enter the codeword immediately, say within fifteen seconds, the codeword expires. Hence, the user has to use the first factor to re-initiate the codeword. So any keystroke loggers will be not able to log the codeword for re-use due to the second factor constantly changing.
Moreover, since the codeword is triggered by the request of the server, supplying the first factor to the server will only generate the codeword from the computer that has the pseudo-random number generator installed. This means that the user's computer is registered to the server. After every successful authentication, a new encrypted public key will be sent to the user's computer as the next seed of pseudorandom number generation Therefore, another user of the service provider will not be able to hijack other user's username and password to gain access to the server because the codeword generated would be different from different computers.
In some cases, a computer may host two or more such user accounts and be installed with multiple instances of the authentication software. For instance, multiple family members use a home computer for the same online transaction service provider with different user accounts. In this particular case, each family member has its own user authentication software installed and uses his/her own logon application.
Another case is that the user may request to have the authentication software installed onto multiple computers, including desktops and laptops. This is feasible because the user can, while installing the software onto a computer, register the computer to the server. In this case, two instances of authentication software are installed. Each authentication software will produce its codeword (pseudo-random number) independently. Therefore, there is no need to synchronize the authentication software on both computers.
RFID applications
The SofToken can be applied to all types of online transaction applications. On the other hand, this technique needs some modification when it is being utilized for an enterprise intranet/extranet alike environment and computer system access. Unlike magnetic cards and smart cards that are frequently released as both a badge and access control devices, SofToken is not a physical device. As a result, it is not suitable for security applications such as door entry control or even computer system access. The same restriction is applicable for security tokens and virtual tokens.
One substitute for computer system access in SofToken enabled systems is using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology as the physical device to store the encrypted key. Using RFID for authentication is not new in technological development. However, when using the RFID device today for authentication, while considering its characteristics, the RFID is only used to store a password or codeword. When the RFID reader reads the password from the RFID tag, it simply feeds the password into the computer for authentication. This type of RFID application is not an OTP type authentication.
The RFID application in SofToken enabled systems do not save the password, but the encrypted key which will cause the pseudo-random number generator to create a pseudo-random number. The SofToken software then populates it in the codeword field. The trick is that the populated pseudorandom number is not the real codeword, but an encrypted one. This means that the code stored in the RFID tag will be encrypted based on certain encryption algorithm (such as a 64-bit blowfish encryption algorithm) to produce the pseudo-random number codeword. For instance, the 10-characters code of a RFID tag is encrypted into a 10-digits pseudo-random number. This technique satisfies the one time password requirement. The use of the RFID technique for SofToken enabled system is primary because the low cost and small size in RFID tags implementation. 
Comparison of current authentication techniques
Each technique used for two-factor authentication addresses certain security issues while bringing some feasibility issues and other security concerns. In this section, we compare most currently available two-factor authentication techniques to show their strengths and weaknesses.
As presented in Table 1 , a comparison is made between the single-factor and four popular two-factor techniques with SofToken using nine measures for feasibility and online transaction security. There are six feasibility measures and three security measures. Those best in the class are highlighted in bold and are in italic font.
Feasibility measures
There exist six feasibility measures that can be categorized into two groups: cost and deployment. Each of these six measures may appear in both categories based on their specific requirements.
• Hardware requirement: This measure identifies the hardware cost for both the server and the users. The single-factor authentication, of course, has the lowest hardware requirement. Among the twofactor techniques, only the software token and SofToken achieve low requirement.
• Deployment complexity: This is the measure indicates how difficult it is to deploy the technique. With the deployment of hardware to the users, most of the two-factor techniques have high complexity. An exception is the virtual token, which uses the use's own devices, so does not involve hardware deployment. In this measure, again, single-factor, software token and the SofToken achieve low complexity.
• Portability: In this measure, only the non-OTP fashioned single-factor and biometrics achieve high portability. The rest of two-factor techniques, including the SofToken, only reach medium portability. The reason for such techniques only getting medium portability that the user must carry multiple devices (client applications) for different online transaction services.
• Identity backup: In case of damage of identity holder, this measure shows how difficult to get the identity recovered. As shown in Table 1 , the non-OTP fashioned single-factor, biometrics, software token and SofToken achieve high possibility of identity backup. SofToken achieves high because it is easily to apply for a new account (identity) and new instance of authentication without worrying to the damaged one.
• Lost recovery: Similar to the identity backup, this is about the lost of second authentication factor.
In two-factor techniques, only the non-OTP fashioned biometrics, software token and SofToken achieve high in this measure.
• Replacement cost: This is for the cost of replacing damaged or lost device that holds authentication factor. Just like the previous two measure, the non-OTP fashioned single-factor, biometrics, software token and SofToken achieve best.
Security measures
The 3 security measures are the primary reasons that we should not use the single-factor authentication as it performs the worst in each of these measures.
• MitM prevention: The two strong performers in this measure are virtual token (see section 2.2.4) and SofToken (see section 3.2). Other techniques do not perform well for MitM prevention.
• Phishing prevention: Most of OPT two-factor techniques perform strong in this measure.
Although the biometrics technique may also use special logon software for the second factor, the biometrics information may be caught and decrypted. Software token achieves only medium because the second factor is not triggered by the server and it display next tokencode every 30-60 second.
• Spoofing prevention: The same as the phishing prevention, most of OPT two-factor techniques perform strong in this measure, with the exception for the biometrics technique and software token.
SofToken can easily catch phishing and spoofing because the server does not send any request back to user's computer to generate a pseudo-random number. Hence, the user can never enter the second factor during the authentication process.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the SofToken, a two-factor that is feasible and cost effective for any online transactional service. The SofToken is strong for online security, while maintaining a simple deployment process. Furthermore, the SofToken was compared with the single-factor authentication and other available two-factor authentication techniques. The comparison proves that the SofToken technique outperforms all others in almost every measure. Only in the portability measure it yields to the non-OTP fashioned authentication techniques. But it still performs as well as other OTP type two -factor authentication. This concern can be improved by the use of RFID technology. Under the concept of SofToken, a code in the RFID tag can be used in conjunction with the blowfish encryption algorithm to generate a pseudo-random number as an OTP. The RFID application of SofToken is a highly feasibly, low cost and low maintenance mean for any enterprise system authentication and access control.
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